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WORLD LEADERS

All Wahl products are designed with professional barbers and hairdressers in mind. We aim to provide powerful and 
durable products that are of the very best quality on the market. Our blades are precision ground and rust resistant to give 
professionals the very best cutting performance. Our extensive portfolio of clippers, trimmers and styling products has 
been created to offer each professional, regardless of experience or regularity of use, products that perfectly suit their 
needs.
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•All Clipper & Trimmer kits include a blade guard, clipper oil, cleaning brush, instructions & come complete with 1 year warranty.
•All prices quoted are trade prices and excluding VAT.
•All weights quoted exclude cords.
•Wahl (UK) Ltd reserves the right to change kit contents or remove products from the range without prior notice to customers. 
•For enquiries or complaints from non-account customers please contact Customer Care on enquiries@wahl.co.uk. 
•Contents of this catalogue are correct at the time of printing. See our website for updates and new product information. 
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Academy motion clipper

Charging status LED display.

Features Lithium Ion Technology. 
90 minute run time on a 45 minute
super quick charge. 

Detachable 
scissor handle.

Improved quick release 
German blade set with 
variable taper.

Run time:  90 min

Charge time:  45 min

Motor:   Direct drive rotary motor

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.7-3mm

Product weight:  266g

Includes:   6 guide combs (#1 - #4, #6, #8), clipper oil,

    cleaning brush & a charging stand

The Motion Clipper is Wahl’s most technologically advanced creation to date, 
designed to make cutting hair a smoother and more comfortable experience. The 
latest in lithium Ion battery technology means you can cut without the restriction 
of a cord but maintain the power required to create a quality cut. 

The detachable scissor handle offers a comfortable support and allows the clipper 
to be angled in different ways for more fluid movement. It can be easily removed if 
you find you prefer to cut without it.    
  
The advanced battery offers a 90 min run time from just a 45 min charge time and 
the LED indicates your charge level, when it’s green you are in motion when it 
turns red its time to charge. 

The Motion also features an improved quick release blade set with a variable taper 
delivering the quality you expect from Wahl. A razor and texture blade are also 
available for this clipper. 

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8885-830 5037127017005 8 pcs £149.99
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ACADEMY CLIPPER
Corded Clipper | This powerful clipper has a motor capable of 
dealing with regular day to day usage making it a suitable tool for 
barber shops and hair salons. The convenient thumb adjustable 
lever allows you to adjust the taper and texture smoothly without 
changing blades.   

Run time:  90 min

Charge time:  60 min

Motor:   Chip controlled single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.7 - 3mm

Product weight:  314g

Cable length:   3.0m

Includes:   6 guide combs (#1 - #4, #6, #8), clipper oil,

    cleaning brush & a charging stand

Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  1 - 3.5mm

Product weight:  470g

Cable length:   3.0m

Includes:   8 guide combs (#1-#8), clipper oil, cleaning brush

    & a flat top comb

LI+ ACADEMY CHROMSTYLE
Cord-Cordless Clipper | Featuring lithium Ion technology this 
clipper allows you to cut without the restriction of a cord, the 
lithium battery ensures that the clipper maintains power and 
therefore your cutting quality even when the charge runs low. If you 
do run out of charge you can simply plug in and use on the cord. 
The LED display lets you know when charge is running low. The 
Chromstyle delivers a 90 min run time from a 60 minute charge. 

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8453-800 5037127006245 8 pcs £49.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8871-837 5037127018101 8 pcs £104.99

Known for his fun and innovative approach 
to hairdressing and education, Simon has 
developed a stylish range of products 
consisting of clippers, trimmers, styling, as well 
as popular wet goods mixing style with the 
quality and heritage expected from Wahl.
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Motor:   Variable speed motor - 3000-5000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - detachable blade

Cutting length:  1.8mm

Product weight: 406g

Cable length:  3.0m

Includes:   4 stainless steel guide combs (#1-#4)

    clipper oil, cleaning brush & a small flat top comb

Motor:   Professional AC

Wattage:  2500W

Product weight:  624g

Cable length:   3m

Includes:   Cool touch rib concentrator

ACADEMY STINGER 
Corded Clipper | The variable speed motor on the Stinger ranges 
from 3000-5000spm meaning you can simply turn up the speed to 
smoothly deal with thicker hair and turn it back down when dealing 
with less bulky areas. The detachable blades snap off easily so they 
can be quickly changed, The locking mechanism holds the blade 
securely in place. The Stinger comes complete with #OA (1.8mm) 
blade with other blades available. 

ACADEMY DRYER
Made in Italy, this 2500 watt hairdryer has a professional AC motor and features three heat settings, two speed settings and a cold shot. The 
increased airflow technology also has low noise filter technology making the blow dry a much more pleasant experience for your client. The air filter 
is removable so it can easily be cleaned to increase the life of the dryer.  

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8233-830 5037127015285 8 pcs £149.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX630 5037127007969 6 pcs £44.99
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ACADEMY BLING 
Battery Trimmer | The T-shaped blade on this trimmer makes it 
perfect for precise trimming and detail work. Attached to a lanyard 
it can be worn around the neck so you never misplace it and it is 
always on hand when you need it.    

Run time:  60 min

Charge time:  12 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  125g

Includes:   4 guide combs (#1-#4), flat top comb, clipper oil,   

    cleaning brush & a recharging trimmer stand

Run time:  100 min

Charge time:  120 min

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Stainless Steel - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  130g

Cable length:   3.0m

Includes:   variable attachment comb (3-6mm)

    clipper oil, cleaning brush & a charging stand

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight: 118g

Includes:   1xAA battery, 3 close trim guide  

    combs, clipper oil, cleaning brush,

    & a lanyard

ACADEMY TRIMMER 
Rechargeable Trimmer | This powerful trimmer with a chrome 
finish has been ergonomically designed to sit comfortably in the 
hand. It is lightweight and operates without a cord allowing for total 
freedom of movement. This tool is great for super close trimming 
and detail work. 

ACADEMY MOTION NANO 
Cord-Cordless Trimmer | Partner to the Motion Clipper this super 
quiet and lightweight trimmer gives 100 minutes of operating 
time from a 120 minute charge. The slide switch has an integrated 
charge display which indicates when it is charging. The snap on/off 
blades are easy to remove for cleaning.

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT    

8986-317 5037127006863 6 pcs £23.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8778-801 5037127006252 8 pcs £59.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8585-830 5037127018019 8 pcs £74.99
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WET GOODS

GUMMA 
A fantastic product for extreme styles and perfect for styling long 
hair, gives long lasting hold which leaves a matt finish without 
stickiness. 

FIBRE 
Flexible hold for remoulding individual textured shapes.  Perfect for 
fine hair Fibre gives outstanding body and texture.  

GELÉ 
A quick drying gel that provides long lasting, excellent styling results 
with luminous shine, flexible hold and a sleek finish.

PUTTEE
A texturising shaper, for moulding, styling and manipulating the hair 
whilst adding shine and control.

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX745 5037127012161 12 £7.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX876 5037127019542 12 £7.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX875 5037127019535 12 £7.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX744 5037127012154 12 £7.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX746 5037127012178 12 £7.99

KLAY 
The matt finish and strong and long lasting hold makes this perfect 
for defining hair and is essential when trying to create structured or 
messy shapes.
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CORDLESS SUPER TAPER  
Cord-Cordless Clipper | The UK’s best selling clipper is now 
available in a cordless version. Featuring everything you love about 
the Super Taper with the added benefit of being totally flexible. 
Powerful, durable and reliable this clipper can be used on and 
off the cord and features lithium battery technology delivering 
consistent cutting power throughout the 90 min run time.

Run time:  90 min

Charge time:  120 min

Motor:   Single speed rotary 

Blades:   Chrome plated – screw fix 

Cutting length:  1-3.5mm

Product weight:  288g

Includes:    4 guide combs (#1-#4) and a flat top comb, clipper  

    oil, charger and cleaning brush

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8591-830 5037127018910 8 pcs £69.99

CORDLESS 
CLIPPERS

All of Wahl’s cordless clippers come with 
precision ground blades and high standard 
batteries, they are manufactured with the 
aim of giving you the similar power levels 
you would get from a corded clipper.

ENVOY   
Cord-Cordless Clipper | The Wahl Envoy is a powerful yet 
lightweight clipper that offers 45 minutes of continual usage on a 
full charge, and can be used both on and off the cord. This popular 
lightweight styling tool uses a standard NiMH battery and as well as 
being powerful is comfortable in the hand.

Run time:  45 min

Charge time:  12 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.8mm

Product weight:  260g

Cable length:   2.4m

Includes:   8 guide combs (#1 -#8) clipper oil, charger and   

    cleaning brush

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8745-830 5037127001516 8 pcs £49.99

lithium technology
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Run time:  90 min

Charge time:  180 min

Motor:   Chip controlled motor, single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome plated - quick release

Cutting length:  0.7 - 3mm

Product weight: 260g

Includes:  6 guide combs (#1 - #4, #6 & #8) clipper oil,

    cleaning brush & charging stand

Run time:  90 min

Charge time:  60 min

Motor:   Chip controlled single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.7 - 3mm

Product weight:  314g

Includes:   6 guide combs (#1 - #4, #6 & #8)

    clipper oil, cleaning brush & a charging stand

BERETTO 
Rechargeable Clipper | The stylish Beretto features a 90 min run 
time, so if you do get stuck without charge this clipper has the added 
advantage of a 10 min quick charge function which gives you a full 
five minutes of power. The high precision chrome plated bade has an 
integrated cutting length adjustment so you can smoothly change 
the cutting length. 

BELLINA 
Cord-Cordless Clipper  | The Wahl Bellina is a fantastic lithium ion 
clipper to upgrade to. As well as a fast charge time and quick charge 
function, thanks to the lithium ion battery the added benefits of the 
Bellina are the LCD display that shows at a glance how much power 
is left in the battery, and the DC motor which maintains speed  
when cutting through thicker hair, preventing clogging or pulling.  

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8843-830 5037127018064 8 pcs £89.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8870-837 5037127018095 8 pcs £119.99
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Product Envoy Cordless Super Taper Beretto Chromstyle Bellina Motion

SSP Ex VAT £49.99 £69.99 £89.99 £104.99 £119.99 £149.99

Run Time (mins) 45 90 90 90 90 90

Charge Time (mins) 720 120 180 60 60 45

Rech / Mains & Rech Mains / Rech Mains / Rech Rech Mains / Rech Mains / Rech Mains / Rech

LED / LCD - LED LED LED LCD LED

RPM 5,500 5,500 6,500 5,200 5,200 5,500

Chip controlled Motor - - -   

Blade Detachable Standard Fixed Detachable Standard Detachable Standard Detachable Standard Detachable Standard

Taper Control -     

Part Number 8745-830 8591-830 8843-830 WM8871-837 WM8870-837 WM8885-830

Blade

 

Type Razor Texture Standard Standard Standard Standard

Part Number 2171-400 KM1854-7045 KM1854-7505 2096-216 KM1884-7040 1006-400

SSP Ex VAT £28.79 £23.99 £21.11 £14.87 £28.79 £11.51

Cutting Length 4mm 0.7 - 3mm 0.7 - 3mm 0.8mm 0.7-3mm 1-3.5mm

Envoy - - -  - -

Cordless Super Taper - - - - - 

Chomstyle    -  -

Beretto    -  -

Motion    -  -

Bellina    -  -

Clipper
Specifications

Blade
Information

Comes standard 
with clipper 

Fits on clipper

Does not fit
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CORDED
CLIPPERS

pro barbershop products

corded salon products

PRO CLIP  
Designed and manufactured in the US, the Pro Clip has a basic but 
powerful motor making this a great choice for students. Complete 
with all the quality features you can expect from a Wahl product, 
if you haven’t used clippers before and want to get a feel for them 
before upgrading then this is the perfect option.  

Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  1 - 3.5mm

Product weight: 460g

Cable length:   3.0m

Includes:   4 guide combs (#1-#4) clipper oil, cleaning brush

     & a flat top comb

Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  1 - 3.5mm

Product weight: 440g

Cable length:  3.0m

Includes:   4 guide combs, (#1-#4) clipper oil & a cleaning brush

SUPER TAPER  
Our number one selling clipper has become iconic amongst barbers 
and hairdressers. The powerful V5000 motor has been engineered 
to produce greater strength to the cutting ability of the clipper 
while running cooler, meaning that it can cope with the demands of 
a busy barber shop and consistently cut well all day. 

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8265-830 5037127001578 8 pcs £32.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8467-830 5037127001554 8 pcs £41.99

Wahl’s corded clippers are developed 
by our own expert engineers to deliver 
clippers that are the best on the 
market. Although the features vary to 
accommodate different needs, the 
quality of motor and design remains the 
same throughout the range. 
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Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight: 460g

Cable length:  3.0m

Includes:   2 guide combs (0.5 and 1.5), clipper oil, cleaning brush

    Flat top comb & a pre-shave brush

BALDING  
Hair that is much courser, such as Afro, requires a different type 
of blade in order for you to smoothly cut and achieve skin tight 
clipping. The Balding Clipper comes with a blade that is fine 
toothed and has zero overlap allowing you to easily deal with this 
type of hair and get top quality results.      

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8110-830 5037127016336 8 pcs £42.99

MAGIC CLIP   
Combining the powerful V5000 motor with a high precision blade 
designed specifically for Afro style hair the, Magic Clip is a popular 
choice amongst Afro Barbers. It is ideal for super close cutting and 
fading, and perfectly suited to a busy barber shop or salon.

Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  1 - 3.5mm

Product weight:  460g

Cable length:   3.0m

Includes:   4 metal backed guide combs (#1-#4

    clipper oil, cleaning brush & a flat top comb

Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  1-3.5mm

Product weight: 440g

Cable length:  3.0m

Includes:   8 guide combs (#1-#8) clipper oil, cleaning brush  

    & a flat top comb

TAPER 2000 
Delivering the same level of power as the Super Taper, the Wahl 
Taper 2000 features a stylish chrome lid that has been perfected 
from many years of professional hairdressing expertise and 
research. A durable hard working product, it combines the reliability 
required for a busy working environment with sophisticated design.      

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8451-830 5037127076312 8 pcs £49.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8462-830 5037127001585 8 pcs £49.99
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Motor:   Vibrating armature~6000spm

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  1 - 3.5mm

Product weight: 437g

Cable length:  3.0m

Includes:   8 guide combs (#1-#8), clipper oil, cleaning brush

    & a flat top comb

ICON 
The most powerful clipper in the Wahl portfolio, featuring a V9000 
motor which performs the same task as V5000 but requires less 
electrical power due to the way it has been engineered so it runs 
cooler meaning it can be used continuously all day without ever 
overheating. This makes the Icon essential for busy barber shops 
where 20 or more cuts are being done in a day.  

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8490-830 5037127015261 8 pcs £69.99

Motor:   Vibrating armature 

Blades:   Chrome plated screw fix

Cutting length:  1 - 3.5mm

Product weight: 460g

Cable length:   3.0m

Includes:   4 guide combs (#1 - #4), clipper oil

    & a cleaning brush

Run time:  100 min

Charge time:  12 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome plated, snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight: 135g

Includes:   Adjustable guide comb, clipper oil, cleaning brush

    & a recharging trimmer stand

SUPER TAPER COMBI PACK  

Our number one selling clipper has become iconic amongst barbers and hairdressers. The powerful V5000 motor has been engineered to produce 
greater strength to the cutting ability of the clipper while running cooler meaning that it can cope with the demands of a busy barber shop and 
consistently cut well all day. 

The Super Trimmer is cordless and gives 100 minutes usage time from a full charge, perfect for those finishing touches to a cut around the neck and 
hairline. It is the perfect partner to the Super Taper. Buying both products in this Combi kit represents fantastic value for money.

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8467-840 5037127005026 8 pcs £80.99
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Product Pro Clip Super Taper Balding  Taper 2000  Academy Magic Clip Icon Stinger

SSP Ex VAT £32.99 £41.99 £42.99 £49.99 £49.99 £49.99 £69.99 £149.99

Motor Pace V5000 V5000 V5000 V5000 V5000 V9000 Variable Speed

Cutting Length 1-3.5mm 1-3.5mm 0.4mm 1-3.5mm 1-3.5mm 1-3.5mm 1-3.5mm 1.8mm

Blade Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Chrome plated – 
screw fix

Taper Control   -      

Part Number 8265-830 8467-830 8110-830 8462-830 8453-800 8451-830 8490-830 8233-830

Blade

 

Type 0A Standard Magic clip Fine 000000 Standard 000

Part Number 2356-100 2191 2105 1006-400 2354-100

SSP Ex VAT £16.79 £11.19 £11.19 £11.51 £16.79

Cutting Length 1.8mm 1-3.5mm 0.4mm 1-3.5mm  0.8mm

Pro Clip -    -

Super Taper -    -

Balding -    -

Taper 2000 -    -

Academy -    -

Magic Clip -    -

Icon -    -

Stinger  - - - 

Clipper
Specifications

Blade
Information

Fits on clipper

Does not fit


Comes standard 
with clipper 
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TRIMMERS

lithium technology

corded & cordless salon products

corded salon products

SUPER MICRO      
Part of the Super Taper family the Super Micro is great for tidying 
up the edges of the hairline. It’s lightweight, ergonomic design 
provides balance and control. Hard working and powerful this 
is a comfortable tool complete with snap on/off blades for easy 
maintenance.    

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - screw fix

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight: 190g

Cable length:   2.5m

Includes:   Blade adjust tool, 3 guide combs (#1-#3)

    clipper oil, cleaning brush & a hard case

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  88g

Cable length:   2.4m

Includes:   4 guide combs (#1-#4), clipper oil,

    cleaning brush & a finger ring

DETAILER 
Wahl’s most popular trimmer, the Detailer has been specifically 
designed for edge lining and detailing work. The T shaped blade 
adjusts to zero overlap allowing you to cut closer to the skin, 
making this an ideal trimmer to create pattern designs.           

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8689-831 5037127012000 8 pcs £38.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8081-217 5037127007884 12 pcs £51.99

Wahl has a wide range of trimmers to suit 
the needs of every barber and hairdresser, 
both corded and cordless with a variety of 
features are available. All our trimmers are 
manufactured with precision ground blades 
for superior cutting performance.
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8900 TRIMMER     
Slim and lightweight the 8900 trimmer is 
comfortable to use and easily straightens up edges 
and detail trimming. Fully charged you get 60 
minutes usage time.  It comes with a 5 position 
adjustable guide comb so you can easily switch 
your cutting length.  

PENCIL TRIMMER     
Cordless Trimmer | Measuring just 15cm in length, the 
Pencil Trimmer is compact with an ergonomic design 
for maximised comfort and control. The 6mm wide 
blade has been specifically designed for outlining and 
detail trimming and is perfect for freehand designs 
and tattoo work. The AA Lithium battery provides a 
longer runtime than a standard battery.

Run time:  100 min

Charge time:  12 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  135g

Includes:   1 adjustable guide comb, clipper oil,   

    cleaning brush & a recharging trimmer   

    stand

Run time:  100 min

Charge time:  12 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  135g

Includes:   1 adjustable guide comb, clipper oil,   

    cleaning brush & a recharging trimmer   

    stand

Run time:  60 min

Charge time:  12 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated- Fixed

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight: 118g

Includes:   5 position adjustable guide combs

    (with cutting lengths from 3mm-15mm)

    oil tube & a cleaning brush

Motor:   DC Rotary

Blades:   Screw fix extra fine

Cutting length:  0.5mm

Product weight:  140g

Includes:   Includes oil and cleaning brush,  

    guide comb & AA Lithium battery

BELLA 
Featuring a longer usage time of 100 minutes the 
Bella has snap on/off blades for easy cleaning.  
Super quiet and lightweight it is a superb trimmer 
durable enough to deal with a high level of usage. 
It also has an LED charge indication light.         

SUPER TRIMMER  
The Super Trimmer is cordless and delivers 100 minutes 
usage time from a full charge, ideal for those finishing 
touches to a cut around the neck and hairline, making 
it the perfect partner to the Super Taper. It also has an 
LED charge indication light.       

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8792-830 5037127018347 8 pcs £32.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

9972-017 5037127018361 12 pcs £14.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8590-833 5037127006597 8 pcs £54.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8591-830 5037127004722 8 pcs £54.99
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STERLING 2 PLUS      
Named after the town where it is manufactured in the US, the 
Sterling 2 has a 90 minute usage time making it ideal for use in a 
salon or barber shop. It also features an interchangeable finger ring 
for a stable trimming position and comes with four guide combs. 

Run time:  75 min

Charge time:  60 min

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  115g

Includes:   4 guide combs (#1 - #4), clipper oil,   

    cleaning brush & charging stand

Run time:  75 min

Charge time:  45 min

Motor:   Low noise single speed rotary

Blades:   Star blade II, high quality stainless steel blade set

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Cutting width:   32mm

Product Weight:  120g

Includes:   1 attachment comb with Integrated   

    cutting lengths, clipper oil, cleaning brush

    & charging stand

Run time:  90 min

Charge time:  14 hours

Motor:   Single speed rotary

Blades:   Chrome Plated - snap on/off

Cutting length:  0.4mm

Product weight:  146g

Includes:   4 guide combs (#1-#4), finger ring

    clipper oil, cleaning brush &  

    charging stand.

PROLITHIUM BERET 
The lithium battery gives the Beret a quick charge function so from 
just an hours charge you get 75 minutes of usage time. There is also 
no loss of charge while the trimmer is not being used which is a 
common issue with standard batteries.         

LI+ PRO MINI   
This trimmer features a lithium battery and even faster charge time 
of just 45 minutes making it suitable for use in a busy barber shop 
or salon. The Star blade cuts close and has rapid cooling due to the 
ribbed surface. 

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8087-830 5037127001592 8 pcs £56.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

8841-831 5037127013113 8 pcs £79.99

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

WM8584-0470 5037127013366 6 pcs £109.99
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Blade

 

Type Fine Fine/black Micro coarse Silhouette Plated Fine T blade T blade Standard Standard Standard

Part Number 2068-100 2068-1001 2069-100 1093-100 2111 1062-600 1062 KM1590-7000 KM1584-7020  1046-500

SSP Ex VAT £11.03 (White)  £11.03 (Black)  £11.03   £10.32  £11.03 £13.43  £11.99  £17.75 £23.03  £11.03

Cutting Length 0.4mm 0.4mm 0.6mm 0.4mm 0.4mm  0.4mm 0.4mm 0.4mm 0.4mm 0.4mm

Academy Bling  - - - - -   - - 
8900 - - - - - - - - - 

Super Trimmer - - - - - - -  - -
Sterling 2    - - - - - - -

Sterling 2 Afro    - - - - - - -
Nano - - - - - - - -  -

Academy Trimmer - - -  - - - - - -
Li Pro Mini - - - - - - - -  -

Li Beret - - - -  - - - - -
Detailer - - - - -   - - -

Bella - - - - - - -  - -
Super Micro    - - - - - - -

Blade
Information

Comes standard 
with clipper 

Fits on clipper

Does not fit





Product Pencil 
Trimmer

Academy 
Bling

8900 Super Micro Detailer   Bella Super Trimmer Sterling 2
Plus

Academy 
Trimmer

Motion Nano Prolithium 
Beret

Li+ Pro Mini

SSP Ex VAT £14.99 £23.99 £32.99 £38.99 £51.99 £54.99 54.99 £56.99 £59.99 £74.99 £79.99 £109.99

Cordless/Corded /
Cord & Cordless

Battery Battery Cordless Mains Mains Cordless Cordless Cordless Cordless Cord & cordless Cord & 
cordless

Cord & 
cordless

Run Time (mins) - - 60 - - 100 100 90 60 100 75 75

Charge Time - - 12 hours - - 12 hours 12 hours 14 hours 12 hours 120mins 60 mins 45 mins

Charge Indication - - - - -   - -   -

Blade Fixed Chrome plated 
Screw Fix

Fixed Snap on/off Screw fix Snap on/off Snap on/off Snap on/off Chrome plated 
Screw Fix

Snap on/off Snap on/off Star blade

Part Number 9972-017 8986-317 8792-830 8689-831 8081-217 WM8590-833 WM8591-830 8087-830 8778-801 WM8585-830 8841-831 WM8584-0470

Trimmer
Specifications
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STYLING

Wahl have been creating high quality 
styling tools for many years and it is an 
important part of our heritage. From high 
performance hairdryers to new innovative 
inventions such as the Long Barrel Curling 
Tong all the products have been designed 
with years of experience in mind.  

POWERDRY HAIRDRYER   
A powerful 2000watt hairdryer with a professional AC motor 
and a built in Tourmaline Grill, designed to keep moisture in the 
hair cuticles for a sleeker and shinier finish. The Powerdry comes 
complete with two concentrator nozzles, one slim for direct heat 
and one wider for greater airflow. Featuring three heat settings, 
2 speed settings and a cold shot together with the 3m long cable 
it is practical for use in a salon and at only 743g in weight it is 
comfortable to use.

Motor:   AC rotary

Wattage:  2000W

Product weight:  743g

Cable length:   3m

Includes:   1x ultra slim nozzle & 

    1x standard concentrator nozzle

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX751 5037127012390 12 pcs £19.99

ZX720 5037127011348 12 pcs £19.99

ZX844 5037127017463 12 pcs £19.99
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PRO IONIC   
All the benefits offered by the Powerdry, including the Tourmaline 
Grill but with the addition of the Ionic function which passes 
heated negative particles through the dryer helping to improve 
the condition of the hair. The result is shinier and healthier looking 
hair. The powerful motor and contoured shape combine to provide 
superior airflow resulting in a faster drying time.    

Motor:   AC rotary

Wattage:  2000W

Product weight:  743g

Cable length:   3m

Includes:   1x ultra slim nozzle, 1x extra wide nozzle

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX845 5037127017470 10 pcs £24.99

Max temp:   150˚C

Product weight:  295g

Cable length:  1.8m

Includes:   25mm hot brush, 

    32mm hot brush 

    & a directional concentrator nozzle.

3 IN 1 HOT AIR STYLER 
A powerful 1200W hair styler, ideal for both drying and straightening.  
It features an ionic function to prevent frizz. Two heat and speed 
settings make it suitable for a range of hair types.  Included are three 
attachments, a 25mm hot brush, a 32 mm hot brush and a directional 
concentrator nozzle to get to the root of the hair effectively.       

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX525 5037127005590 12 pcs £20.83
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Max temp:    150˚C

Product weight:   118-177g

Cable length:    1.8m

Max temp:    150˚C

Product weight:   104-115g

Cable length:    1.8m

Max temp:   200˚C

Product weight:  225g

Cable length:   3m

13mm Part Number: ZX572 |  13mm Barcode:  5037127006207

19mm Part Number: ZX281 |  19mm Barcode: 5037127000304

CURLING TONG 
Available in five different barrel sizes for a variety of curl styles, 
the Wahl curling tong has two heat settings with a maximum 
temperature of 150˚C. The 1.8m swivel cord prevents it becoming 
tangled while curling making it very practical and easy to use.     

HOT BRUSH
To add the finishing touches to a blow dry the hot brush neatens 
the hair and gives a smooth glossy finish.  Perfect for curling the 
hair under the Hot Brush is available in two different barrel sizes.     
It has two heat settings with a top temperature of 150˚C.       

LONG BARREL CURLING TONG  
The unique extra long barrel featured on this tong makes it perfect 
for creating expertly natural curls particularly in longer hair. The 
ceramic coated barrel prevents frizz and creates shiny looking curls. 
The heat reaches a top temperature of 200˚C and remains consistent 
through the styling process to ensure long lasting curls.          

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

Various Various 24 pcs £8.33

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

Various Various 24 pcs £8.33

Part Number Barcode Shipper Qty. SSP Ex VAT

ZX829 5037127015582 6 pcs £23.99

9mm Part Number:  ZX305     9mm Barcode: 5037127000427

13mm Part Number: ZX306   13mm Barcode: 5037127000434

16mm Part Number: ZX307   16mm Barcode: 5037127000441

19mm Part Number: ZX308   19mm Barcode: 5037127000458

25mm Part Number: ZX309  25mm Barcode: 5037127000465
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WAHL ACADEMY

Opened in 2002, the Wahl Academy is intended for hairdressers at all levels who want to push the boundaries and maintain the high standards your clients have 
come to expect. Designed to educate, inspire and motivate, every delegate that attends a course at the Wahl Academy leaves motivated & confident with new ideas 
and techniques. 

Balancing demonstration with practical teaching, every course has a relaxed, enjoyable atmosphere aimed to give you a fantastic opportunity to pull on the wealth of 
the Wahl Artistic Team’s knowledge & experience.
  
You will receive a Habia endorsed certificate that recognises your achievement in terms of Continual Professional Development (CPD), vital for any salon professional 
wanting to stay up to date with the latest techniques & essential for educators in the delivery of NVQs. 

A range of our current courses are listed below. For more information on the Academy or to book courses please contact us at Wahl (UK) Ltd:

T: 01227 740 555  |  E: academy@wahl.co.uk  |  W: www.wahlacademy.co.uk

Traditional Shaving 
The demand for male grooming has been steadily increasing over the last few years leading to a fantastic opportunity to grow salon profits by taking advantage of 
this expanding market. A wet shave can add an element of sophistication and luxury to your salon and offer your clients a new experience setting you apart from the 
competition. 
It doesn’t take a long to learn the basics of traditional shaving however it is important to ensure that you and your staff are trained sufficiently to maintain professional 
standards and make sure that they have the confidence to deliver this special treatment. Wahl Academy’s Traditional Shaving course provides just that. This one day 
course will teach the correct use of a cut throat razor, traditional shaving methods with some modern influences, hot and cold towel treatments and aromatherapy 
treatments.   

Clipper Design
The ability to create designs and patterns can really make your salon or barber shop stand out from the crowd. Patterns are popular once again and it makes good 
business sense to take advantage of this current trend and use it as an opportunity to increase profits. The ability to create a design and then transfer that design to 
hair and make it look sharp and 3D is a fantastic skill to have and one that allows you to show off your creative flair.     
This is one of the few clipper design courses available in the UK, it doesn’t matter if you have never done a pattern before and want to learn the basics or if you have 
been practicing for a while and want to develop and perfect your skill. 
 
On this one day course you will learn: 
 •How to choose the best design  
 •Laying out your design
 •Techniques and tools for perfect edges   
 •How to create a 3D effect 

Although experience of design work is not needed three years of general barbering/hairdressing experience is recommended.  

T: 01227 740 555  |  E: academy@wahl.co.uk  |  W: www.wahlacademy.co.uk |  Follow Simon Shaw on Twitter: @WahlAcademy
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Divas and Dudes 
Clippers are not just for barbers!!  Expand your horizons with this inspirational course which will not only show you how clippers can be used to cut women’s hair 
but demonstrate techniques that will change the way you look at scissors!! 

Complete the latest modern cuts on both men and women using a variety of clipper blades. Go beyond fading and learn to texture, blend and layer using your 
clippers. This course is designed to inspire and add a new talent to your portfolio that will really impress your colleagues and clients. 

Three years hairdressing experience is recommended for this course.

Ace of Fades 
Fading is perhaps one of the most important skills in mens hairdressing and possibly one of the hardest to perform to a high standard. 

Fades are a mainstream style that has been around for years, and due to the styles simple up keep requirements is likely to be a style that remains popular for years 
to come. The ability to fade well means the difference between good cut and a great cut. This course teaches all aspects of this classic barbering technique from the 
basics you need to know to create the perfect fade with no visible lines and a clean finish to the more advanced technicalities needed to achieve skin fades shading 
and blending. 

This course is a must for anyone who serious about barbering and mens hairdressing. 

Three years experience is recommended. 

Funky Men 
All serious professional barbers and hairdressers know how important it is to stay up to date with styles and techniques and get the most out of your skills. With 
constant changes to fashion there is always something new to learn and everyone needs a refresh from time to time.  

Funky Men is an advanced barbering course is ideal for updating basic skills and learning new techniques for achieving the latest looks such as the Simon Shaw’s 
‘famous flick & smack’ texturising method.         

If you want to bring the men back into your salon and keep them there then this is the course for you!

The course is made up of practical sessions and three years experience is recommended. 

Solid Foundation 
This course has been designed to build confidence in newly qualified barbers, it is also perfect for experienced hairdressers who want to expand their skills into 
barbering or for someone who has been out of the industry and want to refresh their skills before returning.  

The two days are made up of demonstrations and in depth practical sessions covering layers, graduation, clipper/scissor over comb and hairlines, these techniques 
give you a solid foundation from which to build up from and become an expert in this area.   

T: 01227 740 555  |  E: academy@wahl.co.uk  |  W: www.wahlacademy.co.uk |  Follow Simon Shaw on Twitter: @WahlAcademy T: 01227 740 555  |  E: academy@wahl.co.uk  |  W: www.wahlacademy.co.uk |  Follow Simon Shaw on Twitter: @WahlAcademy
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Heat Mat

Part Number

ZX760

Benefits

Heat resistant

SSP Ex VAT

£9.99

Bag

Part Number

ZX569 ZX840

Benefits

Multi compartment

SSP Ex VAT

£10.99

Metal Backed Clipper 
Attachment Combs

3111  #1 (3mm)       SSP £1.10
3121  #2 (6mm)      SSP £1.10
3131  #3 (9mm)      SSP £1.10
3141  #4 (13mm)    SSP £1.10         
3150  #8 (25mm)   SSP £1.69
3111-800  #1-4 set SSP £4.25

Fits

All Taper Clippers

Black Plastic Clipper 
Attachment Combs

3114  #1 (3mm)   SSP £1.10
3124  #2 (6mm)   SSP £1.10
3134  #3 (9mm)   SSP £1.10
3144  #4 (13mm) SSP £1.10         
3135  #5 (16mm) SSP £1.69
3174  #6 (19mm) SSP £1.69
3145  #7 (22mm) SSP £1.69
3150-050 #8 (25mm) SSP £1.69
3142   #10 (32mm) SSP £3.13
3142   #12 (38mm) SSP £3.13

Black Plastic Trimmer 
Attachment Combs

3126  #2 (6mm)   SSP £0.99
3136  #3 (9mm)   SSP £0.99
3146  #4 (13mm) SSP £0.99         
3166  #1-4 set      SSP £4.79

Fits

Academy Trimmer | Beret | 
Mag | Sterling 2 | Sigma

Black Plastic Trimmer 
Attachment Combs

WM1590-7250 (Adjustable) 
SSP £1.92

Fits

Bella | Super Trimmer |
Li Pro Mini | Nano | Chromini

Black Plastic Clipper 
Attachment Combs

KM1881-7170   #1-4, 6 & 8   
SSP £4.99

Fits

Chromstyle | Bellissima | 
Bellina | Li Pro | Motion | 

Beretto

Black Plastic Trimmer 
Attachment Combs

3152-201   S(2mm)     SSP £1.10
3153-201  M(2.5mm)  SSP £1.10
3154-200  L(4mm)     SSP £1.10
3155-200  Adjustable  SSP £1.10
3239     6Position  SSP £1.10 

Fits

Groomsman

Black Plastic Trimmer 
Attachment Combs

3060-001 S(1.5mm) SSP£1.10
3061-001 M(4.5mm) SSP£1.10
3162-001 L(6mm) SSP£1.10

Fits

Detailer | Academy Bling

Colour Coded Clipper 
Attachment Combs

3390 #1-8 Set      SSP £12.49

Fits

Predator | Stinger

Colour Coded Clipper 
Attachment Combs

3170-801    #1-8 Set    SSP £9.99
3170-800    #1-8 Set    SSP £9.99

Fits

All Corded Taper Clippers |
Envoy | Cordless Super Taper

Metal Comb Set

3379-100

Fits

Chromsyle | 
Bellissima |

Bellina

½ grade combs

3137-2501

Fits

All Corded Taper 
Clippers |

Envoy | Cordless 
Super Taper

1 ½ grade combs

3139-2601

All Corded Taper 
Clippers |

Envoy | Cordless 
Super Taper

Colour Coded Clipper 
Attachment Combs

3114-2001  #1 Red  SSP £1.10
3124-700   #2 Purple  SSP £1.10
3134-1001  #3 Blue  SSP £1.10
3144-1201  #4 Orange  SSP £1.10
3135-2401  #5 Yellow  SSP £1.69
3174-600   #6 Lavender  SSP £1.69
3145-2701  #7 Green  SSP £1.69
3150-1301  #8 L Blue  SSP £1.69

Fits

All Taper Clippers

Cape

Part Number

Z903

Benefits

Water resistant

SSP Ex VAT

£5.99

Disinfectant

Part Number

ZX495

Fits

Helps resist bacteria, virus 
and fungicide

SSP Ex VAT

£4.99

Heat Resistant Pouch 

Part Number

ZX497

Benefits

Heat resistant

SSP Ex VAT

£8.33

Oil

Part Number

3310

Benefits

Regular use will help to 
prolong blade life

SSP Ex VAT

£1.74

Bag

Part Number

ZX775

Benefits

Multi compartment

SSP Ex VAT

£12.99

Bag

Part Number

ZX161

Benefits

Multi compartment storage,
keeps tools safe and tidy

SSP Ex VAT

£9.99

Clipper Holder

Part Number

ZX075

Fits

Helps keep your clipper safe 
and tidy when not in use

SSP Ex VAT

£6.99

COMBS AND ACCESSORIES
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COMMON CLIPPER PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

PROBLEM: My clipper is making more noise than it used to.

Solution: Clean and oil the blades, then adjust the voltage screw (located on the opposite side to the switch) turn this anti-clockwise until the noise subsides and 
returns to normal.

PROBLEM: My clipper keeps cutting out.

Solution: Check the lead for any fractures, these can happen through general wear and tear. If there is a fracture then the lead can be replaced by contacting Wahl.

PROBLEM: My clipper is pulling the hair.

Solution: This happens when the blades are not aligned correctly. Directions on how to realign blades are in your instruction booklet.

PROBLEM: My clipper is nipping the skin.

Solution: This could be because the blades need to be realigned or it may be that the blade is damaged. If the clipper has been dropped the teeth in the blades could 
be broken and if this is the case the blade will need to be replaced.

PROBLEM: The snap on/off blade keeps falling off. 

Solution: This is normally because of broken lug(s) on the blade chassis, the blade will need to be replaced.

For information on servicing and blade sharpening please visit www.wahl.co.uk

MAINS ONLY

MAINS ONLY
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Wahl (UK) Ltd | Herne Bay Trade Park
Sea Street | Herne Bay | Kent CT6 8JZ

Account Customer Sales, Orders & Enquiries
T: 01227 740555
F: 01227 367550

Non-Account Customer Care
T: 01227 740066
E: enquiries@wahl.co.uk

After Sales Service & Repairs
T: 01227 744331
E: service@wahl.co.uk

www.wahl.co.uk

         Wahl (UK) Ltd

         @WahlAcademy
Rev 3. 05-14


